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Usability Engineering

1994-09-23

executive summary what is usability generations of user interfaces the usability engineering lifecycle usability
heuristics usability testing usability assessment methods beyond testing interface standards international user
interfaces future developments exercises bibliography author index subject index

Prioritizing Web Usability

2006-04-20

in 2000 jakob nielsen the world s leading expert on usability published a book that changed how people think about
the designing usability new riders many applauded a few jeered but everyone listened the best selling usability guru is
back and has revisited his classic guide joined forces with usability consultant hoa loranger and created an
updated companion book that covers the essential changes to the and usability today prioritizing usability is the
guide for anyone who wants to take their site s to next level and make usability a priority through the authors
wisdom experience and hundreds of real world user tests and contemporary site critiques you ll learn about site
design user experience and usability testing navigation and search capabilities old guidelines and prioritizing
usability issues page design and layout content design and more

Eyetracking Web Usability

2010-04-26

eyetracking usability is based on one of the largest studies of eyetracking usability in existence best selling author
jakob nielsen and coauthor kara pernice used rigorous usability methodology and eyetracking technology to
analyze 1 5 million instances where users look at sites to understand how the human eyes interact with design
their findings will help designers software developers writers editors product managers and advertisers understand
what people see or don t see when they look and why with their comprehensive three year study the authors
confirmed many known design conventions and the book provides additional insights on those standards they also
discovered important new user behaviors that are revealed here for the first time using compelling eye gaze plots
and heat maps nielsen and pernice guide the reader through hundreds of examples of eye movements demonstrating why
some designs work and others don t they also provide valuable advice for page layout navigation menus site
elements image selection and advertising this book is essential reading for anyone who is serious about doing
business on the

Mobile Usability

2012-10-09

how do we create a satisfactory user experience when limited to a small device this new guide focuses on usability
for mobile devices primarily smartphones and touchphones and covers such topics as developing a mobile strategy
designing for small screens writing for mobile usability comparisons and looking toward the future the book
includes 228 full color illustrations to demonstrate the points based on expert reviews and international studies
with participants ranging from students to early technology adopters and business people using websites on a
variety of mobile devices this guide offers a complete look at the landscape for a mobile world author jakob
nielsen is considered one of the world s leading experts on usability he is the author of numerous best selling books
including prioritizing usability and the groundbreaking designing usability which has sold more than 250 000 copies
and has been translated in 22 languages
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Laws of UX

2020-04-21

an understanding of psychology specifically the psychology behind how users behave and interact with digital
interfaces is perhaps the single most valuable nondesign skill a designer can have the most elegant design can fail if
it forces users to conform to the design rather than working within the blueprint of how humans perceive and
process the world around them this practical guide explains how you can apply key principles in psychology to
build products and experiences that are more intuitive and human centered author jon yablonski deconstructs
familiar apps and experiences to provide clear examples of how ux designers can build experiences that adapt to
how users perceive and process digital interfaces you ll learn how aesthetically pleasing design creates positive
responses the principles from psychology most useful for designers how these psychology principles relate to ux
heuristics predictive models including fitts s law jakob s law and hick s law ethical implications of using
psychology in design a framework for applying these principles

Usability Inspection Methods

1994-05-09

designed to get readers quickly up and running with the full complement of ui strategies tools and techniques this
extremely practical guide offers step by step guidance to all important methods now in use in chapters authored by
the methods inventors themselves

Jakob Nielsen, Collected Mathematical Papers: 1932-1955

1986

publisher description

Coordinating User Interfaces for Consistency

2002

in recent years many students have been introduced to topology in high school mathematics having met the mobius
band the seven bridges of konigsberg euler s polyhedron formula and knots the student is led to expect that these
picturesque ideas will come to full flower in university topology courses what a disappointment undergraduate
topology proves to be in most institutions it is either a service course for analysts on abstract spaces or else an
introduction to homological algebra in which the only geometric activity is the completion of commutative
diagrams pictures are kept to a minimum and at the end the student still does nr understand the simplest
topological facts such as the rcason why knots exist in my opinion a well balanced introduction to topology
should stress its intuitive geometric aspect while admitting the legitimate interest that analysts and algebraists
have in the subject at any rate this is the aim of the present book in support of this view i have followed the
historical development where practicable since it clearly shows the influence of geometric thought at all stages
this is not to claim that topology received its main impetus from geometric recreations like the seven bridges rather
it resulted from the l isualization of problems from other parts of mathematics complex analysis riemann mechanics
poincare and group theory dehn it is these connec tions to other parts of mathematics which make topology an
important as well as a beautiful subject

Homepage Usability

2001

a guide to creating user friendly web sites that provides information on how companies can ensure their web sites
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are easy to locate and navigate

Jakob Nielsen, Collected Mathematical Papers: 1932-1955

1986

reviews the features and applications of a broad range of computer software systems that allow the user to
choose the sequence of text or other display at the time of use contains a well annotated bibliography
annotation copyright book news inc portland or

Classical Topology and Combinatorial Group Theory

2012-12-06

topology for many years has been one of the most exciting and influential fields of research in modern mathematics
although its origins may be traced back several hundred years it was poincar� who gave topology wings in a
classic series of articles published around the turn of the century while the earlier history sometimes called the
prehistory is also considered this volume is mainly concerned with the more recent history of topology from
poincar� onwards as will be seen from the list of contents the articles cover a wide range of topics some are more
technical than others but the reader without a great deal of technical knowledge should still find most of the
articles accessible some are written by professional historians of mathematics others by historically minded
mathematicians who tend to have a different viewpoint

Designing Web Usability

2000

discover how to use a variety of techniques to shrink the size of a page including html css javascript php xhtml
graphics multimedia and server based techniques learn from real life case studies of existing sites practical
examples and code listings throughout the book

Hypertext and Hypermedia

1990

lien

Jakob Nielsen, Collected Mathematical Papers: 1913-1932

1986

leading authorities from around the world discuss the latest topics in international user interface design with
most major companies in the computer industry depending on exports for 50 percent or more of their sales user
interface design teams face a major challenge in making their products both useful and accessible to the global
marketplace it is no longer enough to simply offer a product translated in ten to twenty different languages users
also want a product that acknowledges their unique cultural characteristics and business practices in
international user interfaces elisa del galdo and jakob nielsen head a team of acknowledged international
authorities who confront some of the problems currently facing international user interface developers including
international usability engineering developing a cultural model arabization of graphical user interfaces managing a
multiple language document system an intelligent lexical management system for multilingual machine translation
a chinese text display supported by an algorithm for chinese segmentation breaking the language barrier with
graphics cultural issues that can affect training
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History of Topology

1999-08-24

introduction to nordic cultures is an innovative interdisciplinary introduction to nordic history cultures and
societies from medieval times to today the textbook spans the whole nordic region covering historical periods from
the viking age to modern society and engages with a range of subjects from runic inscriptions on iron rings and stone
monuments via eighteenth century scientists ibsen s dramas and turn of the century travel to twentieth century
health films and the welfare state nature ideology greenlandic literature nordic noir migration new scandinavians
and stereotypes of the nordic the chapters provide fundamental knowledge and insights into the history and
structures of nordic societies while constructing critical analyses around specific case studies that help build an
informed picture of how societies grow and of the interplay between history politics culture geography and people
introduction to nordic cultures is a tool for understanding issues related to the nordic region as a whole offering
the reader engaging and stimulating ways of discovering a variety of cultural expressions historical developments
and local preoccupations the textbook is a valuable resource for undergraduate students of scandinavian and
nordic studies as well as students of european history culture literature and linguistics

Speed Up Your Site

2003

learn from the opinions of a ux expert evaluate your own design principles and avoid common mistakes key features
hear insights from an author who was trained by the nielsen norman group browse over 20 years of collected ux
insights accept or reject 101 thought provoking opinions on design challenge your own ideas on ux book
description there are countless books about designing for the web they all give multiple routes and options to
solving design challenges many of them are plain wrong this has led to an entire generation of designers failing to
make interfaces that are usable software that is intuitive and products that normal people can understand 101
ux principles changes that with 101 ways to solve 101 ux problems clearly and single mindedly the 101 principles
are opinionated they ll rub some designers up the wrong way but these principles are rooted in 20 years of building
for the web they re not based on theory they re based on practice simply put they ve been proven to work at scale
there s no arguing with that following in the footsteps of jakob nielsen and don norman this book is the go to
manual for ux professionals covering everything from passwords to planning the user journey build a deeper
understanding of accessible design and implement tried and tested strategies in your company what you will learn
use typography well to ensure that text is readable design controls to streamline interaction create navigation
which makes content make sense convey information with consistent iconography manage user input effectively
represent progress to the user provide interfaces that work for users with visual or motion impairments
understand and respond to user expectations who this book is for this book is for ux professionals freelance or in
house looking for shortcuts to making software that users intuitively know how to use across web desktop and
mobile

E-commerce User Experience

2001

cognetics and the locus of attention meanings modes monotony and myths quantification unification navigation
and other aspects of humane interfaces interface issues outside the user interface

International User Interfaces

1996-06-29

in the quest for quality software developers have long focused on improving the internal architecture of their
products larry l constantine who originally created structured design to effect such improvement now joins with
well known consultant lucy a d lockwood to turn the focus of software development to the external
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architecture in this book they present the models and methods of a revolutionary approach to software that will
help programmers deliver more usable software software that will enable users to accomplish their tasks with
greater ease and efficiency recognizing usability as the key to successful software constantine and lockwood
provide concrete tools and techniques that programmers can employ to meet that end much more than just another
set of rules for good user interface design this book guides readers through a systematic software development
process this process called usage centered design weaves together two major threads in software development
methods use cases also used with uml and essential modeling with numerous examples and case studies of both
conventional and specialized software applications the authors illustrate what has been shown in practice to
work and what has proved to be of greatest practical value highlights presents a streamlined process for
developing highly usable software describes practical methods and models successfully implemented in industry
complements modern development practices including the unified process and other object oriented software
engineering approaches

Introduction to Nordic Cultures

2020-04-17

this book reflects the move in human computer interaction studies from standard usability concerns towards a
wider set of problems to do with fun enjoyment aesthetics and the experience of use traditionally hci has been
concerned with work and task based applications but as digital technologies proliferate in the home fun becomes an
important issue there is an established body of knowledge and a range of techniques and methods for making
products and interfaces usable but far less is known about how to make them enjoyable perhaps in the future there
will be a body of knowledge and a set of techniques for assessing the pleasure of interaction that will be as
thorough as those that currently assess usability this book is a first step towards that it brings together a
range of researchers from academia and industry to provide answers contributors include alan dix jacob nielsen and
mary beth rosson as well as a number of other researchers from academia and industry

101 UX Principles

2018-08-31

hp s expertise in this area has earned them vendor of the year awards in e commerce from key resller partners case
studies showing how the new principles techniques and methodologies worked at sites such as amazon office depot
qvc and outpost this book is a practical guide to understanding web page design and usability factors needed for
the online store shelf designing and structuring information correctly enhances navigation through your site as
well as delivering your customers a satisfying shopping experience the authors have consulted with such diverse
customers as amazon aol qvc outpost egghead office depot and others the concepts they ve brought to these
accounts have earned hp vendor of the year award in e commerce from key hp reseller partners learn to blend
customer insights with products and with web capabilities to create web sites that maximize customer centered
design your resulting web sites will have an ease of usability that lead to superior customer experiences while
maximizing sales this book includes plenty of examples and case studies showing how to apply new principles
techniques and methodologies that will win you loyal customers

The Humane Interface

2000

the ux book process and guidelines for ensuring a quality user experience aims to help readers learn how to create
and refine interaction designs that ensure a quality user experience ux the book seeks to expand the concept of
traditional usability to a broader notion of user experience to provide a hands on practical guide to best
practices and established principles in a ux lifecycle and to describe a pragmatic process for managing the overall
development effort the book provides an iterative and evaluation centered ux lifecycle template called the wheel
for interaction design key concepts discussed include contextual inquiry and analysis extracting interaction design
requirements constructing design informing models design production ux goals metrics and targets prototyping ux
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evaluation the interaction cycle and the user action framework and ux design guidelines this book will be useful to
anyone interested in learning more about creating interaction designs to ensure a quality user experience these
include interaction designers graphic designers usability analysts software engineers programmers systems
analysts software quality assurance specialists human factors engineers cognitive psychologists cosmic
psychics trainers technical writers documentation specialists marketing personnel and project managers a very
broad approach to user experience through its components usability usefulness and emotional impact with special
attention to lightweight methods such as rapid ux evaluation techniques and an agile ux development process
universal applicability of processes principles and guidelines not just for guis and the but for all kinds of
interaction and devices embodied interaction mobile devices atms refrigerators and elevator controls and even
highway signage extensive design guidelines applied in the context of the various kinds of affordances necessary to
support all aspects of interaction real world stories and contributions from accomplished ux practitioners a
practical guide to best practices and established principles in ux a lifecycle template that can be instantiated and
tailored to a given project for a given type of system development on a given budget

Software for Use

1999-04-07

the aquaporin field has matured at an exceptionally fast pace and we are at the verge to develop serious
strategies to therapeutically modulate aquaporin function directly or via regulatory networks key prerequisites
are available today i a considerable and growing number of aquaporin crystal structures for the rational design
of inhibitory molecules ii elaborate molecular dynamics simulation techniques for theoretical analyses of
selectivity mechanisms and docking experiments iii comprehensive data on aquaporin immunohistochemistry iv
aquaporin knockout animals for physiological studies and v assay systems for compound library screenings the
structure of this volume on aquaporins follows the points laid out above and thus covers the developments from
basic research to potential pharmacological use situated between pharmacology textbooks and recent scientific
papers this book provides a timely overview for readers from the fundamental as well as the applied disciplines

Funology

2006-03-28

innovation has a dark side the price of progress is that humans are becoming increasingly predictable programmable
and machine like

Customer-centered Design

2003

this book examines the transformative power and the limitations of one of europe s most significant university
reforms from an ethnographic and historical perspective it incorporates voices positioned across university and
policy making hierarchies in its analysis of how danish universities have been transformed to do this the book
continually juxtaposes two meanings of enactment a top down view based on laws and institutional power and a
bottom up view of multiple actors shaping their institution in day to day life and in actively contested changes by
conceiving of the university as enacted in both ways at once the book explores how and why the university comes
to be imagined and instantiated in new ways the book traces the arguments for reform through a two decade long
dynamic struggle between international forums and national industrial political and academic interests over the
definition of the university it discusses which ideas finally became dominant and how this happened it looks at
government reforms from 2003 onwards and by means of notable telling moments explains how the governance and
management of the university were transformed it examines how academics found room to manoeuvre between
contesting discourses that affect their identity and work finally it shows how students engaged with new
versions of historical debates about their participation in shaping their own education their institution and
society
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The UX Book

2012-01-25

the author uses this series to try to fight the information overload experienced during the 1980s and 1990s its
concentration is on surveying important areas providing an overview of recent advancements and surveying
interesting specific design or development projects to show how the state of the art is being carried out essays by
specialists that speculate on important trends in the field are also included

Aquaporins

2008-12-19

this volume contains the proceedings of the conference on riemann and klein surfaces symmetries and moduli spaces in
honor of emilio bujalance held from june 24 28 2013 at link�ping university the conference and this volume are
devoted to the mathematics that emilio bujalance has worked with in the following areas all with a
computational flavor riemann and klein surfaces automorphisms of real and complex surfaces group actions on
surfaces and topological properties of moduli spaces of complex curves and abelian varieties

Re-Engineering Humanity

2018-04-19

it s been known for years that usability testing can dramatically improve products but with a typical price tag
of 5 000 to 10 000 for a usability consultant to conduct each round of tests it rarely happens in this how to
companion to don t make me think a common sense approach to usability steve krug spells out a streamlined
approach to usability testing that anyone can easily apply to their own site application or other product as he
said in don t make me think it s not rocket surgery using practical advice plenty of illustrations and his trademark
humor steve explains how to test any design from a sketch on a napkin to a fully functioning site or application
keep your focus on finding the most important problems because no one has the time or resources to fix them all fix
the problems that you find using his the least you can do approach by paring the process of testing and fixing
products down to its essentials a morning a month that s all we ask rocket surgery makes it realistic for teams
to test early and often catching problems while it s still easy to fix them rocket surgery made easy adds
demonstration videos to the proven mix of clear writing before and after examples witty illustrations and
practical advice that made don t make me think so popular

Enacting the University: Danish University Reform in an Ethnographic
Perspective

2020-02-27

this is an introductory textbook on isometry groups of the hyperbolic plane interest in such groups dates back
more than 120 years examples appear in number theory modular groups and triangle groups the theory of elliptic
functions and the theory of linear differential equations in the complex domain giving rise to the alternative name
fuchsian groups the current book is based on what became known as the famous fenchel nielsen manuscript jakob
nielsen 1890 1959 started this project well before world war ii and his interest arose through his deep
investigations on the topology of riemann surfaces and from the fact that the fundamental group of a surface of
genus greater than one is represented by such a discontinuous group werner fenchel 1905 1988 joined the project
later and overtook much of the preparation of the manuscript the present book is special because of its very
complete treatment of groups containing reversions and because it avoids the use of matrices to represent moebius
maps this text is intended for students and researchers in the many areas of mathematics that involve the use of
discontinuous groups
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Advances in Human - Computer Interaction

1988-05

one of the pervasive phenomena in the history of science is the development of independent disciplines from the
solution or attempted solutions of problems in other areas of science in the twentieth century the creation of
specialties witqin the sciences has accelerated to the point where a large number of scientists in any major branch
of science cannot understand the work of a colleague in another subdiscipline of his own science despite this
fragmentation the development of techniques or solutions of problems in one area very often contribute
fundamentally to solutions of problems in a seemingly unrelated field therefore an examination of this phenomenon
of the formation of independent disciplines within the sciences would contrib ute to the understanding of their
evolution in modern times we believe that in this context the history of combinatorial group theory in the late
nineteenth century and the twentieth century can be used effectively as a case study it is a reasonably well defined
independent specialty and yet it is closely related to other mathematical disciplines the fact that combinatorial
group theory has so far not been influenced by the practical needs of science and technology makes it possible for
us to use combinatorial group theory to exhibit the role of the intellectual aspects of the development of
mathematics in a clearcut manner there are other features of combinatorial group theory which appear to make it a
reasona ble choice as the object of a historical study

Riemann and Klein Surfaces, Automorphisms, Symmetries and Moduli Spaces

2014-11-21

annotation this volume consists of papers presented to the second international conference on the theory of
groups held in canberra in august 1973 together with areport by the chairman of the organizing committee and a
collection of problems the manuscripts were typed by mrs geary the bulk of the bibliographie work was done by mrs
pinkerton and a number of colleagues helped with proof reading professor neumann drs cossey kovacs medougall
praeger pride rangaswamy and stewart i here reeord my thanks to all these people for their lightening of the
editorial burden m f newrnan contents 1 introduction 8 yan periodic groups of odd exponent reinhold baer
einbettungseigenschaften von normalteilern der schluss vom 13 endlichen aufs unendliche d w barnes
characterisation of the groups with the gaschutz cohomology property 63 gi ibert baumslag finitely presented
metabe1ian groups 65 gi ibert baumslag some problems on one relator groups 75 a j ba j kautsky and j w wamsley
computation in nilpotent groups application 82 wi i i iam w boone between logic and group theory 90 richard
brauer on the structure of blocks of characters of finite groups 103 a m brunner transitivity systems of certain
one relator groups 131 egg8r m bryant characteristic subgroups of free groups 141 y metabe1ian varieties of
groups 150 r a bryce and john cossey subdirect product c10sed fitting c1asses 158 r g

Rocket Surgery Made Easy

2009-12-08

on the surface design practices and data science may not seem like obvious partners but these disciplines actually
work toward the same goal helping designers and product managers understand users so they can craft elegant
digital experiences while data can enhance design design can bring deeper meaning to data this practical guide shows
you how to conduct data driven a b testing for making design decisions on everything from small tweaks to large
scale ux concepts complete with real world examples this book shows you how to make data driven design part of
your product design workflow understand the relationship between data business and design get a firm grounding in
data data types and components of a b testing use an experimentation framework to define opportunities formulate
hypotheses and test different options create hypotheses that connect to key metrics and business goals design
proposed solutions for hypotheses that are most promising interpret the results of an a b test and determine your
next move
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Discontinuous Groups of Isometries in the Hyperbolic Plane

2011-05-12

journalism online tackles the pressing question of how to apply fundamental journalism skills to the online medium
it provides an essential guide to the internet as a research and publishing tool in particular it examines how to
forge key journalism skills with the distinctive qualities of the world wide to provide compelling web content
trainee and practicing online journalists will learn core journalism skills of identifying collecting selecting and
presenting news and information multimedia skills such as audio recording and editing online research methods
including use of search tools newsgroups and listservs story construction and writing for the an introduction
to html web site design for the effective use of content journalism online takes the best of the new and old media to
provide an essential primer for this emerging discipline leading web designers such as jakob nielsen rub shoulders with
established journalists like harold evans in the search for clear guidance in this rapidly developing field it also
provides a useful insight for non news organisations into how to prepare and present effective web content and
avoid the deepest pitfall of the online world being ignored supplementary resources can be found on the book s
supporting web site journalismonline co uk which features additional exercises useful links and reviews

The History of Combinatorial Group Theory

2012-12-06

learn the rules of today s tech driven publishing landscape the elements of internet style is the first guide to
embrace the new reality of creating content in the electronic age it is packed with the tools to reach and engage
today s too busy too skeptical too distractible readers read this book and understand the trend toward greater
and greater informality then discover the effects of this trend on punctuation and capitalization new words usage
the methods for making language decisions when there is no clear authority as well as the mounting need for built in
accessibility comprehension aids and navigation tools in every written document and on every web page chapters
cover new technologies new audience expectations formatting readability and flow and much more the elements of
internet style is a must have for everyone who cares about delivering information to readers online in print and
everywhere else allworth press an imprint of skyhorse publishing publishes a broad range of books on the visual
and performing arts with emphasis on the business of art our titles cover subjects such as graphic design theater
branding fine art photography interior design writing acting film how to start careers business and legal forms
business practices and more while we don t aspire to publish a new york times bestseller or a national bestseller
we are deeply committed to quality books that help creative professionals succeed and thrive we often publish in
areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author whose expertise can help our audience of readers

Software Design and Usability

2000

think like a ux researcher will challenge your preconceptions about user experience ux research and encourage you
to think beyond the obvious you ll discover how to plan and conduct ux research analyze data persuade teams to
take action on the results and build a career in ux the book will help you take a more strategic view of product
design so you can focus on optimizing the user s experience ux researchers designers project managers scrum masters
business analysts and marketing managers will find tools inspiration and ideas to rejuvenate their thinking inspire
their team and improve their craft in this newly revised second edition the authors have added six new essays that
look at how ux research methods have changed in the last few years why remote methods should not be the only
tools you use what to do about difficult test participants how to improve your survey questions how to
identify user goals when you can t directly observe users and how understanding your own epistemological bias
will help you become a more persuasive ux researcher key features provides a dive in anywhere book that offers
practical advice and topical examples includes thought triggers exercises and scenarios to test your knowledge
of ux research features workshop ideas to build a development team s ux maturity discusses war stories from
seasoned researchers to show you how ux research methods can be tailored to your own organization
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Proceedings of the Second International Conference on the Theory of Groups

2013-11-11

in 1875 elwin bruno christoffel introduced a special class of words on a binary alphabet linked to continued
fractions which would go onto be known as christoffel words some years later andrey markoff published his
famous theory the now called markoff theory it characterized certain quadratic forms and certain real numbers by
extremal inequalities both classes are constructed using certain natural numbers known as markoff numbers and
they are characterized by a certain diophantine equality more basically they are constructed using certain words
essentially the christoffel words the link between christoffel words and the theory of markoff was noted by
ferdinand frobenius in 1913 but has been neglected in recent times motivated by this overlooked connection this
book looks to expand on the relationship between these two areas part 1 focuses on the classical theory of
markoff while part ii explores the more advanced and recent results of the theory of christoffel words

Designing with Data

2017-03-29

Journalism Online

2013-08-06

The Elements of Internet Style

2010-06-29

Think Like a UX Researcher

2023-07-26

From Christoffel Words to Markoff Numbers

2019-01-15
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